
!

GDV camera captures energy 
emissions of one of the minerals used 

in all Harmonizer Products

How It Works

“I placed the Harmonizer cartridge in the 
refrigerator next to the milk and this the best 
tasting milk I’ve had since I left the farm 65 
years ago. Everything in the refrigerator tastes 
better. I set it next to a plastic container of well 
water and the water tastes better and it makes 
great coffee too. The other Harmonizer I placed 
in bed, so the wife and I sleep with it close to us. 
It seems to have given me more energy.” 
Satisfied Customer 

“I placed the Personal next to area where I was 
experiencing a headache and gave it a few 
minutes. It’s worked for me twice now to 
neutralize the pain. I use it in the bath to 
enhance the water from my tap and place it daily 
on the wall opposite the breaker box to help 
neutralize unhealthy EMF waves emitted into 
the house via electrical wiring.” Rita Childers  

“Since I have slept with the personal next to me 
at night, I wake up in the morning and my leg 
pain is gone. I wake up feeling as though I have 
slept much deeper through the night. I gave mine 

The above images were taken with a GDV 
camera and reveal how the Personal 

Harmonizer affected the various body 
chakras.

CONTACT INFORMATION: 
GREENFIELD NATURALS 

1277 Saddle Ridge Road, Viola, ID 83872   
   888-249-6647 

info@greenfieldwater.com 
www.greenfieldwater. com

The Harmonizer contains a wide array of 
rare earth minerals and elements which emit 
energy with surprising results!

Harmonize Your Life 

PERSONAL HARMONIZER

Harmonize Your 
Environment  

With The 
Invisible 

Energies Of 
Nature!



Treat your favorite beveragesSleep with it

Exercise or jog with it

Place beside router or computer 

Attach to shower or faucet 

In the washer Drive with itDon’t leave home without it

Store in your fridge


